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Abstract

We present an individual-based, spatially-explicit model of the dynamics of a small mammal and its resource.
histories of each individual animal are modeled separately. The individuals can have the status of residents or wand
belong to behaviorally differing groups of juveniles or adults and males or females. Their territory defending and mono
behavior is taken into consideration. The resource, green vegetation, grows depending on seasonal climatic characteri
diminished due to the herbivore’s grazing. Other specifics such as a varying personal energetic level due to feeding and
of the individuals, mating preferences, avoidance of competitors, dispersal of juveniles, as a result of site overgrazing
included in the model. We determined model parameters from real data for the speciesMicrotus ochrogaster(prairie vole). The
simulations are done for a case of an enclosed habitat without predators or other species competitors. The goal of the stu
to find the relation between size of habitat and population persistence. The experiments with the model show the po
go extinct due to severe overgrazing, but that the length of population persistence depends on the area of the habitat
on the presence of fragmentation. Additionally, the total population size of the vole population obtained during the sim
exhibits yearly fluctuations as well as multi-yearly peaks of fluctuations. This dynamics is similar to the one observed in prair
vole field studies.To cite this article: T. Kostova et al., C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Modèle individuel et spatialement explicite d’un herbivore et de ses ressources : l’effet de la réduction et de la
fragmentation de l’habitat. Nous présentons un modèle individuel et spatialement explicite de la dynamique d’un
mammifère et de ses ressources. Les histoires de la vie de chaque animal sont modélisées séparément. Les individ
avoir le statut de résidants ou de nomades et appartiennent à différents groupes de comportement, jeunes ou adult
ou femelles. Leurs comportements dans les domaines de la défense du territoire et de la monogamie sont pris en co
ressources, à savoir la végétation verte, croissent selon les caractéristiques climatiques des saisons et sont réduites en
pâturage des herbivores. D’autres paramètres, tels que les variations du niveau d’énergie personnelle résultant de l’
ou de l’absence de nourriture, les préférences sexuelles, l’évitement de la compétition, la dispersion des jeunes ré
pâturages surexploités, etc., sont inclus dans le modèle. Nous avons déterminé les paramètres du modèle sur la base
réelles pour l’espèceMicrotus ochrogaster(campagnol des prairies). Les simulations sont faites dans le cas d’un habitat
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1631-0691/$ – see front matter 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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la
e pâturage,
e plus, la
on
sans prédateurs ou autres compétiteurs. Lebut de l’étude est de trouver la relation entre la taille de l’habitat et la longévité de
population. Les expériences réalisées avec le modèle montrent que les populations s’éteignent à cause du manque d
mais aussi que la durée de vie d’une population dépend de la surface de l’habitat ainsi que de sa fragmentation. D
taille de la population totale durant la simulation met en évidence des fluctuations annuelles ainsi que des pics de fluctuati
multi-annuels. Cette dynamique est semblableà celle observée dans les études concernantMicrotus ochrogaster. Pour citer cet
article : T. Kostova et al., C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Keywords:complexity; population dynamics; self-organization; population waves; individual-based models
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1. Introduction

The goal of this work is to construct a spat
individual-based model of a herbivore species a
its interaction with the environment. The model
specifically designed for the prairie vole,Microtus
Ochrogaster but can be easily adapted for oth
herbivore species.

The ultimate goal is to use this model as a ‘virtu
laboratory’ that allows to test hypotheses involvi
spatial relationships, such as the effect of hab
size and the role of fragmentation on the populat
dynamics of a herbivore species.

This study is a part of a larger effort to evalua
the effect of oil development and site exploration
tivities on the population ecology of natural preserv
These activities lead to habitat fragmentation and h
tat size reduction. A herbivore interacts with its sp
tial environment through the resource it utilizes, i
by reducing the density of vegetation, transformin
into energy, and meeting its energetic needs to surv
The reduction of habitat size leads to lower populat
sizes but may lead to increased population densitie
and over-utilization of the resource and possibly to
tinction of the population. The effect of fragmentati
of various types is not clear [1–4].

We strive to construct a ‘realistic’ model of th
prairie vole dynamics. A ‘realistic’ model in our opin
ion is one that strives to incorporate the available w
established data and functional relationships wh
are meaningful for the goals of the model in a se
sufficient, logical scheme, while keeping the unkno
or not well defined elements or relationships at a m
imum.

The prairie vole is an extensively studied spec
An enormous amount of literature contains data
virtually all aspects of its life history and describes
physiology and social activities. This is a prerequis
for constructing a ‘realistic vole model’.

The prairie vole is predated by virtually all middl
sized mammals, birds and snakes. Its population
namics determines the abundance of its specific pr
tors. Therefore, a reliable vole model would be use
in determining the effect of habitat size reduction a
fragmentation of species at higher levels of the fo
web.

Additionally, a ‘realistic’ vole model can be use
as a foundation for many other applications, one
them being a study of the spread of diseases in an
populations and their relationship to human disea
For example, plague, tuberculosis, hanta virus
other bacterial and viral diseases are common
voles, humans and domestic animals.

The modelling of spatial movements and soc
behavior and the incorporation of a large amoun
available quantitative information is possible only
using discrete simulations in the form of the so cal
individual-based model.

Individual-based models (IBM) represent discre
time simulations. The basic elements of IBM a
the ‘individuals’, and ‘environment’, which posse
‘attributes’ (constant data such as average size at
or area size of a spatial cell or variable data such
age or vegetation cover) and ‘functional relationshi
that determine the values of the variable data at e
discrete time moment (for example the size of
individual changes depending on the values of
other internal attributes of the individual and on t
attributes of the environment).

Currently there is no standard for abstract repres
tations of IBM. They are usually described with wor
and a few equations illustrating the functional relatio
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ships. We make an attempt to represent an individ
based model as a discrete map and define our m
in this setting. Our representation may turn to be
the most suitable one but it is an attempt to prop
a unified representation of an individual-based mo
It differentiates IBM from cellular automata mode
which can be represented as discrete dynamical
tems. The proposed representation is very conven
from the standpoint of coding the model. The stand
representation we propose makes the model struc
clear and the rules explicitly defined by formulae.

Our individual-based model has the following fe
tures. The spatial environment is represented as
sisting of square cells with the size of the home ra
of M. ochrogaster. The simulated artificial spatial en
vironments represent ‘enclosures’: voles neither le
or penetrate from outside the environments durin
simulation. The population is subdivided into class
of wanderers and residents of spatial cells, which,
gether with the avoidance of same-sex competit
models territorial behavior, a feature common to ma
species including the prairie vole. The female re
dents produce offspring ifsome additional condition
are met (energetic needs covered, enough gener
time lap, presence of a male in the same cell). Indiv
uals consume resource which replenishes itself du
vegetation growth dependent on precipitation and t
perature. We have taken into consideration the clim
dependence of both vegetation growth and mam
breeding. We define the local rules of movement
each individual to be driven by the presence of
source and avoidance of competitors of the same
der.

The results from our simulations can be summ
rized as follows.

1) The model has been validated qualitativ
and quantitatively by observing (see Section 5
that (a) the time series representing the density
population produced as an output of the simulati
resemble qualitatively time series observed in vari
vole population studies; (b) the population densit
are of the order reported in the literature for enclo
habitats. The meaning of validation we adopt is t
a model is valid as long as it does not contradict
experimentally observed data.

2) The emergent spatial density distribution dyna
ics occurring as a result of the local interactions
tween herbivores and resource has a typical wave
l
behavior, produced by diffusion-like colonization
new territories due to overgrazing and overpopula
of old one. Barriers produced by artificial structure
simulating roads, pipelines or removal of habitat
surrounded by the moving population waves.

3) The effect of habitat area reduction studied
simulations showed that reducing habitat size redu
the time to extinction. A different set of simulation
with removing patches of the habitat show that hab
fragmentation can have, in fact, a beneficial eff
on the persistence of a population by reducing
amplitude of the fluctuations.

Typical simulations have been executed over
years of real time. The computational time depe
on the size of the spatial area simulated and may
several hours long for simulations of 200 by 200 ce
for example.

Finally, in this introductory part, we want to poin
that to the best of our knowledge, there exists no mo
of vole dynamics or even of herbivore dynamics w
such detail and broadness of included factors.
model, being so complex, presents many challen
in regard to the interpretation of the results a
manipulating of the data. It is absolutely impossi
to deal with all these problems in a single paper.
addition, we note that this is a first version of t
model that may undergo further improvements. T
reported simulation results are also preliminary a
serve to demonstrate some features of the outpu
partially validate the model and to point to the existi
problems that need to be resolved further.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sectio
we give an abstract formulation of an individual-bas
model as a nonlinear map. In Section 3 we summa
some of the population data we have gathered from
ecological literature. Section 4 is dedicated to a form
description of the model. We have made an attemp
write the mapping functions in a mathematical fo
and then briefly describe them in common languag
is usually done in the ecological literature. In Sectio
we describe the results of some simulations.

2. Individual-based models as generalized discrete
dynamical systems

Individual-based models (IBM) are discrete co
putational simulations which explicitly model larg
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numbers of individual, heterogeneous entities inter
ing with each other and their environment.

IBM are the only available modelling approa
that can meet the needs of a fast growing numbe
biological applications characterized by processes th
incorporate entities with a large number of possi
states changing in time or space due to a la
number of possible mechanisms. The simulati
make it possible for the scientist to carry out virtu
experiments and test hypotheses based on avai
experimental and empirical data.

The IBM approach has certain advantages in co
parison with continuous (differential equations) a
discrete (discrete-time equations) dynamical syst
models. They are summarized as follows.

(a) IBM are by definition a natural tool for modellin
systems made of systems. Each individual is repre
sented as a system of interacting components s
as age, energetic budgets, location, status, etc
these individual systems interact with each ot
in ways depending on their own state and the s
of the environment. Some of the components
be further represented as systems of compone
The existing object oriented computer langua
are specifically tailored to meet the needs of th
type of modelling.

(b) Straightforward model formulation.Models are
based on rules observed in the real system to
simulated and are readily understandable by
scientists.

(c) Versatility. IBM allow to incorporate both deter
ministic and stochastic components in the mod

(d) The non-averaged behavior of the output allo
for observing phenomena that would be impos
ble with PDEs but closer to reality. Shnerb et al.
[5] find that in conditions in which the continuum
approach would predict the extinction of all th
population, the slightest microscopic granular
insures the emergence of macroscopic locali
sub-populations with collective adaptive prop
ties which allow their survival and developme
This is observed in our simulations as well.

IBM are getting increasing popularity in the ec
logical community (see [6] and [7] for discussion a
reviews up to 1999 and [8–16], just to mention a f
specific models), but are readily extended to a fi
.

scale (microbial communities [17,18]) or a sligh
different setting (epidemic simulations [19]).

On the other hand, dynamical system models h
the advantage to possess a certain theoretical fra
work that allows to predict the behavior of their so
tions at least in some cases. This is not true for IBM
general.

In an attempt to present in a formal language
essence of IBM, we can describe them in mathema
terms as discrete-time highly-dimensional nonlin
maps. IBM are a more general type of maps than
namical systems and therefore, the theoretical fra
work for the latter is not applicable to IBM in genera

A discrete dynamical system has the form:

x(n + 1) = F
(
x(n)

)
, wherex(i) ∈ R

m;
the dimensions of the prototype and the image
the same and the mapF is a deterministic (usually
continuous map.

An individual-based model is a nonlinear discret
time map which transforms a certain amount
matricesMi (n), i = 1, . . . , l, of dimensionsKi(n) ×
mi at time n into (the same amount of) matrice
Mi (n + 1), i = 1, . . . , l, of (not necessarily the sam
dimensionsKi(n + 1) × mi at timen + 1.

The matrices are formed by the vector individua
More specifically, at timet = n there areKi(n)

individuals, i = 1, . . . , l of l different types. The
individuals are vectorsAj

i whose components are th
individuals’ data:

A
j
i = (

dataj1, . . . ,datajmi

)T
, j = 1, . . . ,Ki

A mapΦ(n) convertsMi (n) into Mi (n + 1).

Φ(n) :Mi(n) → Mi(n + 1)

The matrices’ dimensions vary since the num
of entities at each time step is variable (are b
or die at various moments). This differentiates IB
from discrete dynamical systems, as they have a fi
number of equations across time. Additionally, t
mapΦ can contain random parameters or be entir
deterministic.

If no random parameters are present, and the na
of the problem is such that all matricesMi (n), i =
1, . . . , l; n = 0,1, . . . , are contained in some finit
dimensional space (i.e.,Ki(n) and mi are bounded
from above for alln), one could put the IBM into the
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form of a discrete dynamical system and hopefu
apply some of the existing theory [20]. One cou
expect the existence of attractors and thus, see
formation of specific patterns governing the dynam
The model presented in this paper is too comp
to attempt to perform such predictions. However,
proposed theoretical framework may prove usefu
simpler models.

3. The prairie vole: experimental and empirical
data

Some of the vole data were collected throu
surveys with no experimental manipulation. We ca
empirical data. Data collected through enclosure
removal experiments are actual ‘experimental’ data

3.1. Demographic and physiological data

The data on life expectancy of the prairie vole
very inconsistent because the measurements de
on predation at the specific region as well as clima
factors. The prairie volemean life expectancy wa
established by Getz et al. [21] to be between 50
80 days depending on the season. Animals bor
summer and autumn had higher life expectancy (
80 days) than ones born in winter and spring (41–
days). However, some voles born in the summe
autumn season live up to 450 days, while these b
in the winter or spring live up to 120–150 days [21]

Voles are considered adults if they have reached
days of age or approximately 30 g weight.

An adult prairie vole produces in average 3
offsprings per litter and 3–4 litters per year. T
gestation period is 21 days and is approximately eq
to the generation time (period between pregnanc
[22,23].

The daily food intake depends on the quality of t
food but for green (undried) grass it can be estima
as follows. Sawicka-Kapusta et al. [24] estimates
the caloric value of biomass of various fodders,
grass being 0.85–0.98 kcal/g biomass. Bradley [25
calculates the daily food intake ofM. ochrogasterto be
approximately 600 cal/g body weight. For 30 g bod
weight then the daily caloric requirement is 18 kc
Using the data from Sawicka-Kapusta et al. [24]
d

obtain that the dailly grass intake for an adult vole w
be about 20 g.

3.2. Climatic dependence

Breeding shows seasonal dependence and is
fined as between February and November. Rose
Gaines [23] report no breeding in December and J
uary and even through April in one of the yea
while Krebs et al. [26] report very low percentage
breeding females in November–January and peak
breeding in August, September and October. Keep
in mind the bioenergetics of these small mamm
which spend most of the produced metabolic ene
for maintaining their body temperature, these rep
are reasonable.

3.3. The home range

Species that exhibit site fidelity have a me
amount of territory that they move around daily a
defend, the home range(HR). HR size has bee
demonstrated to be related to the energetic needs o
mammal [27]. Thus, it is gender and season depend
The HR size has been reported to be somewh
between 10 and 50 m [28–30].

3.4. Factors governing population density

It is known from observations [21,26] that highe
vole population densities occur in the late autumn (O
tober, November), that densities decrease drastica
January–March, the lowest densities usually occur
in March and then start steadily increasing until l
autumn.

The population density of the prairie vole depen
on the quality and quantity of vegetation as w
as on the presence of sympatric herbivore spe
and/or predators. Food quality is very important for
population dynamics of the prairie vole. For examp
alfalfa has a higher nutrition value than tall gra
[31]. The maximum vole density in tallgrass prairie
recorded in [32] was 90 ha−1 while the mean densit
was 7 ha−1 showing high variability during a 25 yea
study. Cole and Batzli [31] report maximum dens
38 ha−1 and 10 ha−1 respectively in a next year fo
the above mentioned types of vegetation.
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Experiments on enclosed grids show that dispe
plays an important role in population density regu
tion. Density can become quite high in enclosed
eas. Krebs et al. [26] compared fenced and unfen
grids and observed a rapid increase in population d
sity in the fenced case, which led to overgrazing
very interesting experiment of introducing 18 prai
voles in an empty fenced plot of 0.8 ha led to an
treme density of 494 vole/ha (395 voles in the plot
after 7 months. Consequently the vegetation was o
grazed and the population fell to 11 voles in early Ap
when it started to increase steadily.

Absence or presence of a predator also plays
important role on population density regulation. De
and Batzli [33] conducted experiments on enclo
plots with mixed vegetation including blue grass a
observed maximum density of 550 ha−1 on enclosures
with no predators and added food, while in enclosu
with no supplemented food and with predators,
density was stable at about 90 ha−1.

Microtine species, one of which is the prairie vo
species, exhibit seasonal and multi-annual population
size fluctuations. The physiology of the vole, a ve
small mammal, which needs an enormous amoun
energy (relative to its body mass) to maintain cons
body temperature, is clearly seasonally depend
At low temperatures, the vole has to diminish
abandon certain high-energy-consuming activities
order to survive. Breeding (as seen above), de
due to predation and life expectancy are season
dependent phenomena. Several authors have rep
multiannual fluctuations in population density wi
occurring peaks with frequency 2–4 years. Rose
Gaines [23] note that microtine cycles vary from 2 to
years in duration, with many having 3–4 year interv
between peaks. Getz and Hofmann [32] report hi
peak densities appearing with periods of 4.3 years
secondary peaks at 2.1–2.4 years on three diffe
habitats and that these fluctuations are synchron
for the three different habitats. The periodicity
the fluctuations does not depend on the exte
manipulations of the habitat (burning of tall gras
mowing of blue grass and alfalfa) but their amplitu
does depend on the quality of food (alfalfa has
highest caloric quality, tall grass the lowest) and
positively correlated with it [34]. Cole and Batz
[31] also note that food availability may influence t
amplitude of fluctuations but not the periodicity of t
d

cycle. The multi-annual population size oscillatio
of the microtine species is a continuing puzzle
ecologists.

There are various hypotheses and studies relate
them concerning vole population fluctuations. So
authors study the connection of population density
juvenile survival (Krebs et al. [26], Getz et al. [21
while others put forward as a possible cause chan
of food quality [31].

3.5. Social relations

Getz and McGuire [22] show that the majori
of single males are wanderers while a considera
smaller proportion of single females wander. Wand
ers frequently visit the nests of pairs but are kept aw
by the male [35]. Unrelated adults join commun
groups only if they include already grown offsprin
male [35]. New pairs were formed after the winter p
riod from surviving individuals mainly from differen
social groups [22]. Most of the new pairs formed
summer-autumn were made from two wandering in
viduals.

Prairie voles are monogamous animals. Pa
males and females cohabit a nest and a home r
[22]. McGuire and Getz [35] find that paired male
exclude nonresident males from the areas around
nests. This was also confirmed in [22].

3.6. Territory specificity and defense

There is little overlap in use of space by soc
groups even at high population densities [35]. Spa
behavior limits interaction between members of ad
cent social groups. Jacquot [36] found that vacant
ritories were fast occupied. Density of population w
positively correlated with the time necessary to e
igrate. Female prairie voles immigrated in respo
to vacant territories and not to potential mates. Ma
also immigrated in response to vacant territories. I
generally accepted that males show preference to
ritories with present females.
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4. Description of the model

4.1. The variable matrices

At each time momentn the total amount of presen
animals isK1(n). Theanimal objects

A1(n), . . . ,AK1(n)(n)

possess the followingm = 9 variable data: coordinate
of the current location of the animalnrow and ncol;
ageage, gendergen, wheregen= 1 if the animal is
male and 2 if female; statusstat (which can be wan
derer or resident); time since last pregnancyτ (defined
as 0 for males and a positive value for females); en
getic budgetenbudget: a variable reflecting the ene
getic status of the animal and important for its surviv
Finally, each animal object is given a variableremove
(defined as 0 or 1), which indicates whether the a
mal is dead (remove= 1) and will be removed from
the matrix and a variablebirth indicating whether it
gives offspring at timen (birth = 1) or not (birth = 0).

Thus, at any time momentn the animal objects with
their data represent aK1(n) × 9 matrix, thematrix of
animal objects.

(4.1)

A =




nrow1 nrow2 . . . nrowK1

ncol1 ncol2 . . . ncolK1

age1 age2 . . . ageK1
gen1 gen2 . . . genK1
stat1 stat2 . . . statK1

τ1 τ2 . . . τK1

enbudget1 enbudget2 . . . enbudgetK1
remove1 remove2 . . . removeK1

birth1 birth2 . . . birthK1




K1(n) can take very big values depending on
amount of spatial cells (area size) we consider. I
typical simulationK1 reaches several hundred tho
sands up to a million. The lower bound is naturally
but in general, even ifK1 does not become so sma
it is highly variable, falling to several thousands in t
winter months.

All animal objects share constant data charac
istic of the species: average daily food intakeDFI
(in grams per day), life expectancyLE, maturation
ageMA, generation timeGT (in days), litter sizeLS.
The values of these quantities are taken to be in
ranges outlined in the previous section. Additiona
the following controlling parameters relevant for th
energetic budgetenbudgetare introduced:MEB, max-
imum energetic budget,MeanEB, mean energetic bud
get, JEB, juvenile energetic budget. We explain t
meaning of the controlling parameters in a followi
subsection. The values of the parameters are repo
in Section 5.1.

Space is represented as a collection of a cons
numberK2 of square cells,C1, . . . ,CK2, each one
with an area roughly equal to the home range of
herbivore. The location of each cell is represented
two coordinates (row and column). The cells are
dividual objects possessing the following 5 variabl
quantity of vegetationvegin the cell, total numberpop
of animals in the cell (juveniles, male and female
number of present male herbivoresmpop, female her-
bivoresfpop, and a variablep indicating whether the
spatial cell has been polluted and therefore should
removed (i.e. it has been developed, polluted or o
erwise rendered uninhabitable). Thus, at any time
ment n the cells with their data represent aK2 × 5
matrix, the matrix of cell objects.

(4.2)C =




veg1 veg2 . . . vegK2
pop1 pop2 . . . popK2

mpop1 mpop2 . . . mpopK2
fpop1 fpop2 . . . fpopK2
p1 p2 . . . pK2




Note that we address the spatial cells in t
different ways: we order the cells sequentially
C1, . . . ,CK2, and we also address them by using th
coordinates when defining an animal object. We n
to have a way to link the coordinates with the cell.

Thus, given row and column coordinates,nrow,
ncol, let #(nrow,ncol) be a function whose value is th
sequential number of the cell with coordinatesnrow,
ncol. Otherwise said,C#(nrow,ncol) has coordinate
(nrow,ncol). An animal objectAj will then be located
in the cellC#(nrowj ,ncolj ).

The dimensions of the cell objects matrix do n
change over time. The number of columns of
animal objects matrix may change at each time s
because of births and deaths. The newborn objects ar
added as last columns of the matrix, while the de
objects (withremove= 1) are deleted and the list o
animals is updated. Thus, at timen an animal may
have indexj in the list, while at timen + 1 this index
may be different.
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4.2. The mapping functions

The time unit used in the model is 1 day. W
simplify the simulations by assuming that a month h
30 days and an year has 360 days.

The mapping functions describe the transition fr
matricesA(n) andC(n) toA(n+1) andC(n+1). The
order in which the maps are executed is important
we are keeping to it in the following description.

In this model the only random map is the one t
controls the animals’ movements between cells.

(0) If at time n animal Aj has index j and
removej = 0, then we defineimg(j) as the function
which calculates the new index, at timen + 1, of
animal j . Keeping in mind the way we do th
rearrangement of the list, we find thatimg(j) = j−
the number of animals that died and had index l
thanj = img(j) = j − ∑

k<j removek.

(1) Cell population numbers

popj (n + 1) =
K1(n+1)∑

i=1

δ0
(
#(nrowi ,ncoli ) − j

)

whereδa(x) is the delta function:δa(a) = 1,0 other-
wise.

mpopj (n + 1)

=
K1(n+1)∑

i=1

δ0
(
#(nrowi ,ncoli ) − j

)
δ1(geni )

fpopj (n + 1)

=
K1(n+1)∑

i=1

δ0
(
#(nrowi ,ncoli ) − j

)
δ2(geni)

(2) Aging
This is the simplest mapping from timen to time

n + 1.

ageimg(j)(n + 1) = agej (n) + 1.

(3) The energetic budgets
To model the effect of food and starvation

survival, we use the variablesenbudgetj (n), j =
1, . . . ,K1(n).

enbudgetimg(j)(n + 1) = enbudgetj (n) − 1, if
veg#(nrowj (n),ncolj (n)) < DFI × pop#(nrowj (n),ncolj (n))

Otherwise,

enbudgetimg(j)(n + 1) = enbudgetj (n) + 1,
if ageimg(j) � MA and enbudgetj (n) < MEB or if
ageimg(j) < MA andenbudgetj (n) < JEB.

That is, if the animal feeds, it increases its energ
store (unless it is at the maximum) and if it cannot fe
because of lack of enough resource, its energy s
drops. Additionally, there is a limit to the energy
animal can store, which is smaller for the juveniles

(4) Survival or removal
removej (n + 1) = 0 if agej (n + 1) < LE and if

enbudgetj (n + 1) > 0. Otherwise,removej (n + 1) =
1. That is, an animal dies if its energy budget beca
0 or if its age reached the life expectancy.

(5) Status change
The variablestatj changes its value as follows.
statimg(j)(n + 1) = resident, ifageimg(j)(n + 1) <

MA.
statimg(j)(n + 1) = wanderer, ifageimg(j)(n + 1) =

MA.
If ageimg(j)(n+1) > MA and ifstatj (n) = wander-

er, then

statimg(j)(n + 1) = resident,

if genj (n) = 1 (male) and
mpop#(nrowimg(j)(n+1),ncolimg(j)(n+1)) � 1

or if genj (n) = 2 (female) and
fpop#(nrowimg(j)(n+1),ncolimg(j)(n+1)) � 1.

Otherwise,statimg(j)(n + 1) = wanderer.
If ageimg(j)(n+1) > MA and ifstatj (n) = resident,

then
statimg(j)(n + 1) = wanderer if

veg(#(nrowimg(j)(n),ncolimg(j)(n)) = 0.
Otherwisestatimg(j)(n + 1) = resident.
In plain words, all juveniles are residents until th

reach adult age, when they become wanderers. Ad
who were wanderers can become residents if t
find themselves in a cell with no other individuals
the same gender, otherwise they continue to wan
Thus, each cell can contain only one pair of adul
residents (plus their immediate offspring) and ma
wanderers. Adult residents become wanderers if
cell gets overgrazed and has no vegetation left.

Wanderers do not contribute to the populat
growth but use the resource, thus controlling
population in certain bounds.
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(6) Births

birthj (n) = 0 if mod 360(n) > 300 or < 30

or if removej (n) �= 0

or if genderj (n) �= 2

or if agej (n) � MA

or if statj (n) = wanderer

or if mpop#(nrowj (n),ncolj (n)) = 0

or if enbudgetj < MeanEB;
(4.3)1, otherwise.

In other words, a female vole gives birth only
the months between February and October and if
an adult resident, with energetic budget not less t
MeanEBand if a male animal is present in the cell.

(7) The time between pregnanciesτ

τimg(j)(n + 1)=τj (n) + 1 if birthimg(j)(n + 1) = 0

(4.4)0, otherwise.

(8) Location change
Wanderers change their location at each time m

ment until (if) they become residents.
If (nrowj (n),ncolj (n)) are the coordinates of th

location of animalAj at timen, then the 8 surroundin
cells have pairs of coordinates(nrowj − 1,ncolj − 1),

. . . , (nrowj + 1,ncolj + 1).
Let C#(nrowj −1,ncolj −1), . . . ,C#(nrowj +1,ncolj +1) be

the 8 neighboring cells. To ease notation, let us den
them byCj(1), . . . ,Cj (8).

If statj (n) = resident, then

nrowimg(j)(n + 1) = nrowj (n),

ncolimg(j)(n + 1) = ncolj (n);
if statj (n) = wanderer, then(nrowimg(j)(n + 1),

ncolimg(j)(n + 1)) takes randomly one of those pa
values(nrowj −1,ncolj −1), . . . , (nrowj +1,ncolj +
1) for which vegj (k) > 0. That is, when an anima
needs to change its location, it chooses in a rand
manner to move in one of the directions with availa
food resource.

(9) Vegetation growth and depletion
The variablesvegi (n), i = 1, . . . ,K2, are trans-

formed intovegi (n + 1), i = 1, . . . ,K2, as follows

vegi (n + 1) = vegi (n) + r(n) − popi (n).DFI
Fig. 1. Plot of artificially generated green vegetation (in g m−2).
Time is in days.

where r(n) is the change in the amount of gre
vegetation between daysn andn + 1 due to growth
or death (drying out, freezing, etc.) caused by clima
conditions.r(n) is positive in time periods when th
vegetation growth is larger than decay and nega
otherwise. It is a forcing function similar to the on
used in continuous population models with clima
forcing. We use an artificially generated 30 year ti
series of biomass (shown on Fig. 1) to model
monthlyamount of vegetation per square meterδ(k)

in month k, granted the average temperature a
precipitation data for this month are known. Assum
that the rate of vegetation growth does not depend
whether it is being grazed, that a month has 30 d
and that vegetation grows with the same rate with
month, then

r(n) = (area of the cell) × {
δ(k + 1) − δ(k)

}
/30

wherek = [ n
30] andδ(0) is the initial per square mete

amount of vegetation.
(10)Genders
Naturally,

genimg(j)(n + 1) = genj (n)

(10) Finally, pj (n) is an externally defined func
tion.

5. Simulations

We implemented the above described individu
based model in a C++ code. All calculations simul
a ‘fenced plot’, i.e. no animals are allowed to en
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or leave the site. All simulations were calculated
a 30-year period, for which the input vegetation d
was generated.

We use the termpersistencein the sense of ‘time
to extinction’. As our simulations were done for a 3
year period of time, we cannot say if the populatio
that persisted for 30 years would go extinct in a lon
period of time or if they will persist for ever (see th
discussion at the end).

5.1. Parameter values and initial distributions

In the simulations we use numeric values of
parameters close to the ones reported in the litera
(compare with Section 3). The area of each cel
900 square meters (30 m by 30 m cells), roug
corresponding to the prairie vole’s HR size. The init
time is set as January 1, 1960. The life expecta
LE was varied across simulations between 90 and
days (which is close to the maximum observed
span of voles born in winter). Additionally,GT =
21 days,MA = 30 days as described by real da
The litter sizeLS is taken to be equal to 2, a twic
lower value than the number of newborns, to acco
for a high mortality of offspring reported in man
publications.DFI = 10 is also taken at a lower valu
than the one known for adult voles, because it
an average value for both adults and juveniles. T
controlling energetic budget values were taken
MEB= 20; MeanEB= 15; JEB= 2. These are rathe
arbitrary because of lack of data.MEB = 20 has the
meaning that an adult vole would die after 20 days
starvation, while a juvenile would endure only 2 da
of starvation (JEB= 2).

Initially all cells were assumed to contain the sa
amount of vegetation (no spatial heterogeneity w
assumed).

Two types of initial distributions of animals i
the spatial cells were generated and used in
simulations.

The first type was a random (‘uniform’) distribution
of animals on the whole region, created by us
a random number generator. This was achievd
generating a random number between 0 and 3,
5 (in various experiments) of animals in each spa
cell.

The second type of initial distribution was ‘a single
source’; i.e. generating a random number (as above
animals only in a certain small number of aggrega
cells usually in one corner of the region. This w
considered as a simulation of an experiment wh
voles were let into an empty enclosed region
colonize it.

All initial distributions consisted of wanderin
adults.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. General observations
The simulation results share some important si

larities as follows.
1) As expected, vole population densities (t

total population divided by the area in hectares)
drastically in the winter months due to overgraz
and to the lack of breeding. Populations reac
maximum densities in the end of the autumn (usu
in November) and minimum densities in Februar
March. This result matches the real-life experimen
results reported in Section 3.

2) The time series of the vole densities show
annual peaks (probably due to the seasonality of
vegetation data) and multi-annual fluctuations w
peaks separated by periods ranging between 2
years, similar to what is described in Section 3. Fig
shows a typical time series of a 120× 120 cells
simulation with an initial ‘single source’ distributio
of 348 animals. Similar time series patterns are s
in Figs. 5 and 7 (the non-extinct case). Fig. 7 sho
an interesting observation: the peaks in density ap
in the same years for the three plots. That is,

Fig. 2. Annual and multi-annual population density fluctuations.
text for details.
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Fig. 3. Formation of wave-like patterns from auniformly random distribution on a spatial plot with a removed central region. The top left g
corresponds to the initial distribution in January of year I, the second on top corresponds to December of year 1, the bottom left to Nove
of the second year, and the bottom right to December of the second year.
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amplitude of fluctuations depends on the size of
plot, but the periodicity does not. This is compara
to the observations mentioned in Section 3 accordin
to which the periodicity of fluctuations does n
depend on the quality of the plot. Our simulatio
show that the peaks in population density do
coincide with the peaks in the resource density. O
can hypothesize that the multi-annual fluctuatio
are due to the combined effect of the oscillato
vegetation forcing and the intrinsic population dens
oscillations due to the periodicity of breeding.

3) Further, it is important to note that the maximu
densities did not exceed 200 per ha, in the expe
limits for this species in a closed area.

The above mentioned features support the vali
of the model.

4) Specific spatial patterns similar to wave moti
formed in all simulations. Simulations starting wi
uniform random distribution over the whole pl
showed the formation of wave patterns after the fi
year when separate individuals survived and sta
reproducing and dispersing randomly. The rand
dispersal in all directions led to the formation of ov
populated regions with highest density in the cen
of the ovals. The subsequent overgrazing led to
removal of animals from the central part of the ov
thus forming rings of nonzero density, which we re
to as ‘waves’. The waves further expanded and th
central parts were removed as results of overgra
and deaths. The waves hit one another subsequ
forming various patterns of irregular structure. Fig
shows typical patterns illustrating this observation.

5.2.2. Optimal conditions for survival
The survival of the population depended on the

tial distribution and on the parameters we varied. If
initial distribution density was low (0–2 animal(s) p
cell) and especially if the inhabited cells were spar
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of vole densities in a 400× 400 plot in months 24, 36, 120, 180 (from left to right). See text.
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the population died out because of a low numbe
mating pairs formed (Allee effect) and low amou
of offspring throughout the breeding season. Ad
tionally, if the initial density was high, the populatio
amassed very high densities in the subsequent y
overgrazed the whole region and perished (comp
with experimental results described in Section 3 [2
At high and low initial densities the persistence
the population showed high sensitivity to initial con-
ditions in the sense that different initial distributio
with similar total population numbers developed d
ferent outcomes; the population sometimes peris
after a few years, while in other cases it persisted
the 30-year test period. Overall, one can hypothe
the existence of an optimal range of initial populati
sizes that guarantee the persistence of the popula

5.2.3. The importance of the area size
In one simulation we compared three ‘fenced plo

of 200× 200, 300× 300 and 400× 400 cells respec
tively. We started the simulations with the same init
distribution of voles which was randomly generated
the smallest plot. The plots are contained into one
other, with the bottom left corner being common for
plots. That is, the 300×300 plot was five ninths empt
and the 400× 400 plot was three quarters empty
the beginning. The parameters of the model were
same as described in the previous section with the
expectancy being 120 days. As an illustration, Fig
shows the density distributions in the largest plot
December of the second, tenth and fifteenth year.

The vole population on the smallest plot we
extinct in about 180 months, on the second plot
269 months, while on the third plot it persisted duri
the whole simulation period of 360 months. Fig.
demonstrates the time series of the total popula
densities per ha. The dashed line correspond
population density on the largest plot, the dotted l
,

Fig. 5. Comparison of the length of population persistence on t
plots of 3600, 8100, and 14 400 ha. See text for details.

to the middle-sized plot, and the continuous line to
smallest plot.

The smaller the plot, the higher the maximum a
average density per ha and the larger the stan
deviation. The latter measures the instability cau
by oscillations. The maximum densities for the 200×
200, 300× 300 and 400× 400 plots were 100, 82 an
46 correspondingly while the average densities w
correspondingly 12, 6, 3 and the standard deviati
were 17%, 11%, 10%, respectively.

On the smaller plots the population extinction
caused by severe overgrazing of most of the p
and subsequent starvation during the winter mon
On the largest plot overgrazing does happen loca
while there are vast areas with sufficient vegetation
remaining. Additionally, even in cases when the wh
large area gets colonized, densely populated
overgrazed, the chances of locally surviving animals
that restore the population in the following years
higher with larger plots than with smaller ones.

We did similar simulations with other sizes
‘fenced plots’ and other initial distributions and w
observed similar monotonous dependence of area
and length of population persistence.
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Fig. 6. Density distributions of voles in different points of time in a checkerboard habitat.
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5.2.4. The importance of dispersal and predation
Our simulations model a fenced habitat of a s

gle population. The lack of dispersal outside the a
causes the appearance of very high population de
ties and subsequent overgrazing. The insufficienc
vegetation combined with the lack of breeding in t
winter months causes severe population crashes
may lead to rapid extinction. We already noted t
extinction was dependent on area size, initial de
ties, life expectancy, etc. Any factor that contributes
lowering population density, such as dispersal thro
the boundaries of the habitat and predation should
in the direction of increasing the population’s chan
of survival.

5.2.5. Fragmentation is not necessarily a bad thing
We compared the results of simulations on pl

of various sizes with identical initial distributions b
with various types of ‘obstacles’. The obstacles
parts of the landscape unaccessible (or avoided) b
the animals. Here we discuss the comparison betw
three simulations, two without obstacles and one in
form of a ‘checkerboard landscape’, see Fig. 6 fo
visual representation.

The initial distribution simulated an experime
in which 42 adult voles were released into the p
in their bottom left corners. Interestingly, the ove
spatial wave-like progression of density distributi
was preserved as seen in Fig. 6. The patchiness o
landscape decreased the amplitude between the lo
and highest population per ha densities. We comp
three simulations with same initial distributions: on
200× 200, 144× 144 and 200× 200 checkerboar
plots. The 144× 144 plot has almost the same ar
size as the total area of all accessible patche
the 200× 200 checkerboard plot. We compare the
two plots to study to the effect of patchiness
population persistence. The population densities in
three plots are represented in Fig. 7, with a so
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the length of population persistence on t
plots of 1866, 1872, and 3600 ha. See text for details.

dotted and dashed line corresponding to the 144×144,
checkerboard and 200× 200 plots.

The population on the 144× 144 plot went extinct
near the end of the 30-year period, while the popu
tions in the other two plots persisted till the end.

The maximum population densities per ha w
187, 149 and 153, while the average populat
densities per ha were 29, 21, 25 for the 144×
144, checkerboard and 200× 200 plot respectively
The standard deviation was 7%, 6% and 7%. T
simulation shows that the checkerboard fragmenta
has, in fact, a beneficial effect on the persistence
the population by reducing the maximum and aver
density and the amplitude of oscillations.

The results of various simulations with obstac
seem to confirm the conclusion that fragmentat
does not have a clearly expressed negative e
on population persistence. Our results show tha
is rather the decrease in the size of the inhab
population area that does have a clearly expres
effect on population persistence.

6. Discussion

This paper presents a spatial individual-based
del of prairie vole dynamics and results of simulatio
with the model. The spatial feature of the mod
is crucial for the goals of the study which are
understand the effect of area size reduction and ha
fragmentation on the population size and persisten

We define the model as a nonlinear discrete m
which is more general than a discrete dynamical s
tem. Although this representation does not bring n
knowledge about the properties of the model, it r
resents a form of formalizing such models and m
prove to be a suitable standard form we hope to be
cepted by other modellers. Unifying the representa
of IBM is an important task to be resolved by the IB
modellers. Accepting a common format will help d
fine and solve problems and will facilitate commu
cation between modellers. The possible disadvant
and restrictions of this format need to be adresse
subsequent work.

This paper is meant to be a first report on
model ideology, some simulation scenarios and
sults of simulations. A variety of problems arise whi
need to be addressed further. One important prob
is to find methods to quantify the simulation resu
in suitable ways. For example, to quantify the dep
dence of population persistence on initial populat
size should include, among other methods, carry
out Monte Carlo simulations with a large number
randomly distributed inital populations. Quantifyin
and qualifying the dependence of population cycles
vegetation cycles is a challenge, especially since th
are not periodic time series but rather chaotic one
there any relation between them?

Our results allow to compare the persistence of
model populations over a 30 year period of time. V
populations in the simulated artificial enclosures of
went extinct in less than this period. The simulatio
with the model do not allow to state that a populat
will exist forever or that it will necessarily eventual
die out. Whether a model population can per
forever is a very interesting question but unfortunat
we do not have the theoretical framework that wo
allow us to find an answer. In the theory of dynami
systems it is often possible to predict the behavio
model solutions by examining the stability of stea
states. Creating methods for prediction of the syste
behavior is a serious challenge.

The energetic budget part of the model needs to
developed better further as well as the model shoul
put in a form that allows dispersion out of the regi
and the impact of predation on the vole dynamics.

The model will be further implemented with re
vegetation data as well as real geographical infor
tion data on an existing landscape.
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